CASE STUDY

Renasant Bank

100 App Downloads
in 2 Weeks
RNST Mobile App Promotion

Goal
Renasant Bank wanted to promote
their new mobile app to existing
customers. The client wanted to
encourage their existing clients to
download their mobile app.

Process
To reach existing account holders, RAIN
targeted Renasant Bank locations with
ads to download the mobile app. In
addition, RAIN focused on strong
remarketing and Apple app store search
ads to optimize results.

Campaign Metrics

4.6M VIEWS
OVER 7 MONTHS

21K CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
By reaching out to current Renasant
clients, RAIN was able to achieve a good
CTR for such a general campaign. We
tracked over 100 app downloads in the
first 2 weeks from app store search ads
alone.

www.rainlocal.com

Achieved a 0.72% CTR
RNST Checking Account Gift

Goal
Promote gift packages with new
checking account applications during
Spring and Fall.

Process
RAIN focused on geo-conquesting and
drove account holders at competing
banks to the nearest Renasant location.
We created a list of over 300 competitor
locations in each target region and made
a unique landing page for each Renasant
branch location.

Campaign Metrics

5.2M VIEWS

37K CLICKS

0.72% CTR

OVER 3 MONTHS

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

0.52% INDUSTRY AVERAGE

Result
The client received numerous calls and
SMS inquiries regarding the promotion. In
addition, the overall campaign CTR was
way above the industry average.

www.rainlocal.com

New Loan Account
Generated Through SMS
RNST Small Business Loans

Goal
Increase small business loan accounts.

Process
RAIN geofenced the target regions and
leveraged data to focus ad traffic on
business owners. RAIN searched publicly
available data to find newly registered
businesses in each city within the target
regions. We also matched the data with
mobile device identifiers and geofenced
areas with new developments, creating a
highly specific segment to target with
mobile ads.

Campaign Metrics

7M VIEWS

1K CLIENTS

188 CALLS

OVER 3 MONTHS

ARRIVED BASED ON
GOOGLE STATISTICS

AVG. 2 MIN 11 SEC

Result
RAIN demonstrated clear ROI by
generating a new loan account
through SMS. In addition to the
campaign metrics, the client also
received an additional 5 SMS
inquiries and 1,593 direction
requests.
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Achieved a 0.75% CTR
RNST New Mortgage Accounts

Goal
Generate new mortgage accounts
for first-time homeowners in the
greater Atlanta area.

Process
RAIN researched which zip codes in the
target region had a high level of renters and
created a specific list of neighborhoods to
target with mortgage ads. In addition, RAIN
layered data throughout the campaign,
targeting consumers indicating an interest to
purchase real estate.

Campaign Metrics

500K VIEWS

3.6K CLICKS

0.75% CTR

OVER 3 MONTHS

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

0.52% INDUSTRY AVERAGE

Result
By setting a specific audience and
target demographic, RAIN generated
a clickthrough rate above the industry
average. Targeting a list of consumers
with expressed home buying intent
put the client’s message in front of
the ideal consumer.
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Achieved a 0.57% CTR
RNST MLO Display Ads

Goal
Increase new mortgage accounts by
promoting specific mortgage lenders to
the community surrounding their branch.

Process
RAIN approached each lender on an
individual basis, creating a specific target list
and number of impressions based on
location and population density. We focused
the budget on well-known news sources
and finance apps to establish credibility.

Campaign Metrics

6.9M VIEWS

39K CLICKS

0.57% CTR

OVER 3 MONTHS

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

0.52% INDUSTRY AVERAGE

Result
The campaign generated aboveaverage CTR and gave lenders
confidence that they were being
supported by the bank. In addition to
this, the ads gave Renasant Bank a
strong presence in each target area
for a fraction of the cost compared to
their other media buys.
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Above Industry Average
View Rate
RNST MLO Videos

Goal
Increase new mortgage accounts by
promoting videos of mortgage lenders to
consumers in the surrounding area.

Process
RAIN compiled a target list for each lender
based on regional population. We worked
with third-party data providers to target
the demographic most likely to purchase a
home. Distribution was focused on news
and finance apps to reach professionals
and establish authenticity.

Campaign Metrics

4.7M VIEWS

19K CLICKS

75.3% VCR

OVER 3 MONTHS

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

64% INDUSTRY AVERAGE

Result
RAIN ran this promotion during the end of
spring/beginning of summer; a time when
home purchases rise. Focusing the budget
on young professionals proved to be key.
The campaign generated a clickthrough
rate and view rate above industry average.
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Above Benchmark VCR
RNST Banker Videos

Goal
Connect Renasant Bank with local
consumers by promoting videos of
individual bankers to the community
surrounding each branch.

Process
RAIN geofenced each branch, creating a custom
targeting radius based on location density. We
researched the population for each target area and
assigned a set number of impressions per banker to
saturate each market efficiently. RAIN optimized the
campaign for video completion rate and focused the
budget on local apps to maximize viewability.

Campaign Metrics

10M VIEWS

26K CLICKS

73.6% VCR

OVER 9 MONTHS

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

64% INDUSTRY AVERAGE

Result
Prime placement and optimizing for view
rate resulted in an above-average video
completion rate for this campaign. Our
distribution of the impressions based on
regional data allowed Renasant Bank to
minimize the amount spent on ads while
maximizing the number of impressions.
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Saved the Client Over
$50K in Snapchat Costs
RNST Student Checking Account

Goal
Increase new student checking
account applications as well as
reinforcing the Renasant brand
among millennials.

Process
In each region, RAIN compiled a list of
schools ranging from large state universities
to small trade schools. In addition, RAIN ran
custom Snapchat filters targeting home
games at major college football stadiums to
ensure impressions were reaching the target
demographic of students aged 18-25.

Campaign Metrics

8.8M VIEWS

34K CLICKS

1.4k USES

OVER 3 MONTHS

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

TIMES FILTER WAS USED

Result
RAIN reached over 80,000 students
through Snapchat alone with 1,400
students using the filter and sharing
it with their friends. The campaign
increased brand awareness among
millennials in the target region.
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Seen by Over 16,000
Snapchat Users
RNST Neon Nights

Goal
Target consumers aged 21-40 in
Jackson, MS and promote the Neon
Night fundraising event sponsored
by Renasant Bank.

Process
RAIN used social media to leverage accurate
first-party data and ensure ads were only
going to those able to attend the event (21+
individuals). A Waze campaign was created for
the event location (a prominent museum) and
ran both prior and during the event. During
the event, RAIN ran a Snapchat Geofilter
targeting the location.

Campaign Metrics

70K VIEWS

142 CLICKS

72.7% VCR

OVER 1 MONTH

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

64% INDUSTRY AVERAGE

Result
The video ad achieved a high completion
rate of 72% across all apps (above 80%
completion rate on social). RAIN was able
to target the event on Snapchat using a
negligible portion of the budget. During
the event, 78% of users who saw the
Snapchat filter available as an option used
it. After sharing with their friends, this
resulted in over 16,000 Snapchat users
seeing a photo from the fundraiser
featuring the Renasant brand.
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19,000 Snapchat Swipes and
2,048 Filter Uses
RNST Snapchat Geofilters

Goal
Reach millennials across Renasant
Bank’s territory in the South East
United States. Establish Renasant
Bank as a bank that understands and
appeals to younger people.

Process
RAIN ran filters for college football games,
college milestones, on-campus events, shows
at the Orpheum, the Memphis Zoo, Graceland
and more. RAIN honed in the geo-targeting for
each filter, focusing on reaching the most
consumers possible for the lowest price.

Campaign Metrics

114K VIEWS

19K SWIPES

2K USES

PEOPLE WHO SAW THE
FILTER

PEOPLE WHO TRIED THE
FILTER

PEOPLE WHO USED THE
FILTER

Result
With our understanding of Snapchat’s
pricing, we were able to conduct strategic
ad buys that avoided minimums and
allowed Renasant to advertise in territory
that would normally exceed the available
budget.
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Achieved a 1.17% CTR with
Portrait Mode Interstitial Ad
RNST Affinity Card: MSU

Goal
Reach Mississippi State University
students and alumni as well as major
supporters of MSU sports teams. Drive
new account sign-ups for the MSU affinity
card.

Process
With Facebook we identified current MSU
students, alumni and athletic supporters,
targeting them within a 20 mile radius of each
school. To reach current students outside of
Facebook/Instagram, we geo-fenced the
campus and served ads to students as they
used their phone.

Campaign Metrics

318K VIEWS
OVER 1.5 MONTHS

1.4K CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
We saw our best click-through rates for
this campaign with the Facebook ad
(0.62%) and Portrait-Mode Interstitial ad
(1.17%). Our video completion rate was
above 76%. First-party social media data
allowed us to achieve the greatest unique
reach. Geo-fencing the campus increased
our available publishers, giving us the
ability to reach our target demographic on
apps outside of Facebook.
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Achieved a 1.77% CTR with
Portrait Mode Interstitial Ad
RNST Affinity Card: Mercer

Goal
Reach Mercer University students and
alumni as well as major supporters of
Mercer sports teams. Drive new account
sign-ups for the Mercer affinity card.

Process
With Facebook we identified current
Mercer students, alumni and athletic
supporters, targeting them within a 20
mile radius of each school. To reach
current students outside of Facebook, we
geo-fenced the campus and served ads to
students as they used their phone.

Campaign Metrics

266K VIEWS
OVER 1.5 MONTHS

1.3K CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
We saw our best click-through rates for
this campaign with the Video ad (0.62%),
Landscape-Mode Interstitial ad (1.31%)
and Portrait-Mode Interstitial ad (1.77%).
First-party social media data allowed us to
achieve the greatest unique reach. Geofencing the campus increased our available
publishers, giving us the ability to reach
our target demographic on apps outside of
Facebook.
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Achieved a 1.39% CTR with
Portrait Mode Interstitial Ad
RNST Affinity Card: Ole Miss

Goal
Reach University of Mississippi (Ole
Miss) students and alumni as well as
major supporters of Ole Miss sports
teams. Drive new account sign-ups for
the Ole Miss affinity card.

Process
With Facebook we identified current Ole Miss
students, alumni and athletic supporters,
targeting them within a 20 mile radius of each
school. To reach current students outside of
Facebook, we geo-fenced the campus and served
ads to students as they used their phones.

Campaign Metrics

293K VIEWS
OVER 1.5 MONTHS

1.7K CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
We saw our best click-through rates for
this campaign with the Snapchat ad
(0.77%) and Portrait-Mode Interstitial ad
(1.39%). First-party social media data
allowed us to achieve the greatest unique
reach. Geo-fencing the campus increased
our available publishers, giving us the
ability to reach our target demographic on
apps outside of Facebook.
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Achieved a 2.52% CTR with
Portrait Mode Interstitial Ad
RNST Affinity Card: GSU

Goal
Reach Georgia State University
students and alumni as well as
major supporters of GSU sports
teams. Drive new account sign-ups
for the GSU affinity card.

Process
With Facebook we identified current GSU
students, alumni and athletic supporters,
targeting them within a 20 mile radius of each
school. To reach current students outside of
Facebook, we geo-fenced the campus and
served ads to students as they used their phone.

Campaign Metrics

314K VIEWS
OVER 1.5 MONTHS

2.3K CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
We saw our best click-through rates for
this campaign with the Video ad (0.97%)
and Portrait-Mode Interstitial ad (2.52%).
Our video completion rate was above
78%. First-party social media data allowed
us to achieve the greatest unique reach.
Geo-fencing the campus increased our
available publishers, giving us the ability to
reach our target demographic on apps
outside of Facebook.
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Achieved a 0.55% CTR
RNST Affinity Card

Goal
Promote the client’s new Affinity card
offerings for Mississippi State University
and Ole Miss. Reach current students of
each university and encourage them to
sign-up for the card.

Process
RAIN geofenced each university, targeting
popular spots for students to relax on campus
with ads for the affinity card. In addition, RAIN
built out a target list of over 150 public locations
near each university where students spend
time (restaurants, bars, cafes, libraries, etc.).

Campaign Metrics

2.1M VIEWS
OVER 7 MONTHS

11.8K CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
Precise geo-targeting proved to be key for
this campaign as RAIN tracked a CTR
above the industry average. Combined
with Snapchat, Renasant Bank was able
to reach a large proportion of millennials
within the target area.
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Achieved a 0.61% CTR
RNST Keyworth Merger

Goal
Notify Renasant Bank account
holders of the upcoming merger
with Keyworth Bank.

Process
RAIN geofenced each individual Keyworth
location within the target region. This
allowed us to target known Keyworth Bank
account holders. In addition, RAIN used the
navigation app Waze to re-brand Keyworth
Bank locations as Renasant Bank locations.

Campaign Metrics

500K VIEWS
OVER 2 MONTHS

2.9K CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
RAIN’s targeting generated a
clickthrough rate that was above
industry average. Keyworth Bank
received prime placement in top mobile
apps which established credibility and
added confidence to current clients
regarding the merger.
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Over 15% of Traffic
Sent to Client’s Website
RNST Metropolitan Merger

Goal
Inform Metropolitan Bank account
holders of the merger with Renasant
Bank. Give account holders
confidence moving forward with
Renasant Bank.

Process
RAIN geo-fenced all Renasant Bank and
Metropolitan Bank locations within the
target areas of Jackson, Memphis and
Nashville. RAIN created a custom landing
page combining the branding of both banks.

Campaign Metrics

289K VIEWS
OVER 1 MONTH

727 CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
This campaign proved to be a learning
experience for RAIN as the CTR was
below industry average. However, the
conversion rate of users of who visited
the landing page was high with over
15% of traffic clicking through to one of
the two CTAs and reading more about
the merger on Renasant’s site.

www.rainlocal.com

Achieved a 0.55% CTR
RNST CRA Outreach

Goal
Reach out to minority communities
with relevant ads and encourage
them to bank with Renasant.

Process
RAIN used local demographic data to focus
the campaign budget on high-minority,
low-income areas. Renasant Bank provided
creative relevant to the target demographic
and highly specific tract location data.

Campaign Metrics

9.7M VIEWS

54K CLICKS

0.55% CTR

OVER 7 MONTHS

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

0.52% INDUSTRY AVERAGE

Result
With the combination of hyperlocal
targeting and relevant creative, RAIN
was able to reach the desired
demographic. Renasant Bank saw high
engagement from the ad and the results
encouraged an increase in budget to also
target local events within the same area.
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Achieved a 0.68% CTR
RNST Wells Fargo Geo-Conquest

Goal
With a competitor branch closing in
Decatur, Renasant Bank wanted to
make it known to local residents that
they are dedicated to the city and
have no plans to leave.

Process
RAIN focused on ad placement in major
news and finance apps that would help
increase credibility. The city name was
present in every ad unit in order to always
provide the viewer with some local context.

Campaign Metrics

148K VIEWS

1K CLICKS

0.68% CTR

OVER 1 MONTH

DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

0.52% INDUSTRY AVERAGE

Result
Including local context in the ads proved
to be key for this campaign as RAIN
measured an overall click-through rate
above the industry average. The creative
emphasized the city name (contrasting
white with the Renasant blue) and RAIN
reported a CTR higher than 2% for the
impactful interstitial sizes.
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Over 1% CTR Seen from
Running GIF Ads
RNST Best Bank

Goal
Renasant Bank was voted best bank
in both Georgia and Mississippi from
a Money.com survey. The goal was
to reach consumers 18+ in both
states and inform them of the
survey results.

Process
RAIN geo-fenced each respective state and
bid high for placement in highly recognized
news and financial apps. The campaign
featured GIF ad units with contextually
relevant imagery: an outline of each state.

Campaign Metrics

515K VIEWS
OVER 2 MONTHS

1.7K CLICKS
DUE TO PRIME PLACEMENT

Result
The GIF ads were top performers in
both states, achieving CTRs of over 1%.
Another key to this campaign was
placement in major apps such as CNN,
NBC, Forbes and CBSLocal across
various counties in each state.
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